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TTT The Transfer Token
(hereinafter referred to as TTT)

TTT is an ERC-20 based token issued by Atom Solutions Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as
Atom Solutions)
TTT holds various meaning and functionalities within Eternal Wallet.

TTT as a DeFi Token Protocol
TTT, by connecting these various functions with blockchain technology, are in plans to renew
our system as a DeFi token structure.

As to what DeFi (Decentralized Finance) actually is, it is a term referring to the various financial
services utilizing smart contracts and delivered on a blockchain.
The financial services offered by DeFi encompass various sectors such as loans, insurance,
exchanges, hedge funds, derivatives, prediction markets, etc. Also, unlike a centralized system
with an intermediary is unnecessary, it has the feature of being a swift yet secure method of
making a transaction. This notable difference between traditional financial systems has made
it a focal point of interest in recent years.

By operating on a blockchain, the merits of DeFi are as follows.
First is the high transparency. DeFi, being operated on a blockchain, allows for public viewing
and investigation of any transactions made due to information such as transaction content,
history, etc. all completely recorded on the blockchain. This, compared with traditional financial
institutions, can be said to possess higher transparency.

Next is the composability. With DeFi, it is effortless to connect between differing protocols,
making it possible to mutually combine two or more protocols and deliver a new service.
Due to this, not only does it bring convenience to the user, but it exceeds greatly in increasing
the profitability of a product.

Then, we have the acceleration of Financial Inclusion.
As to what Financial Inclusion is, it refers to people around the world having access to financial
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services and being able to benefit from them.
The term “Unbanked” , refers to the individuals who do not possess a bank account due to
financial reasons, and that number is estimated to be 1.7 billion around the globe. This means
that approximately one-fourth of the world’ s population is inevitably barred from the current
financial system. However, with DeFi it is possible to use the system regardless of whether the
user holds a bank account.
With the unbanked sector given access to financial services, it can be expected that this will
greatly drive forward financial inclusion.

Moreover, as a pioneering feature of DeFi, the lack of intermediaries expected with a centralized
system means the costs incurred when using the services can be reduced. This will lead to the
expansion of access cases and accelerate financial inclusion, and at the same time greatly
contribute to the expansion of liquidity in the DeFi marketplace.

From now on and beyond, by increasing presence as a money Lego piece, we aim to expand
further on the convenience and profitability for holders of our token.
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Details regarding Eternal Wallet

Trading
With Eternal Wallet, the following currency pairs are available for trading.
TTT/USDT
TTT/PHP
TTT/BTC
The above transactions will be made not on a DEX (Decentralized Exchange), but a CEX
(Centralized Exchange)
Moreover, there are plans to increase the number of currency pairs of stablecoins backed by
fiat currency including the above.

Arbitrage Trading
Within Eternal Wallet, to solve the issue of price distortion of each currency pair, there is a
multiple chart display system to accelerate trading.
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Sending and receiving of various currencies within Eternal Wallet
Between Eternal Wallet users, sending and receiving of various currencies can be done in just a
matter of approximately 2 seconds, with a fee of just approximately 5 cents (USD).

Distribution of Dividends
50% of all fees accrued during transactions within Eternal Wallet (excluding exchange and
withdrawal fees) will be distributed to users based on how much TTT they hold within Eternal
Wallet.
Video here:

Regarding all trades, sending and receiving of funds within Eternal Wallet, these are classified
as digital transactions and therefore cannot be confirmed on the blockchain.

* Scheduled to start in March 2022.
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Payment of various services including several utility bills, public charges, etc.
With Eternal Wallet, it is possible to make payments for various services.
List of partnered services

* Scheduled to start in April 2022.

E-Counter
This is a service where anyone worldwide can access and use cash and/or cryptocurrency
exchange locations.
For details, please click here:

* Upon registration, please comply with laws and regulations of your country of residence.
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Yield Farming (Lending)
Eternal Wallet allows for the highest received amount when conducting currency exchange, but
to make the world’ s most affordable currency exchange possible there is a need for users who
will lend out TTT into The Pool.
Users who lend out TTT into The Pool will be eligible to receive a partial amount of the
commission fees paid by users who conduct currency exchange. (the received fees will vary
based on the foreign currency balance within The Pool)

Moreover, there is no change in interest rates depending on how much users lend out, but
rather the TTT is returned in the order from the earliest lenders to the later users.

The lending fee at the point of lending out is merely for reference, and when the lending
concludes the interest of the fee will vary.
If not yet processed, the lending of TTT can always be cancelled anytime, and no fees will be
incurred for cancellation.

Users can always check the position of their lent-out TTT from the wallet.
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Transfer
TTT can be sent to and received from external wallets and exchanges where TTT is being
traded, but when sending to these external wallets and/or exchanges, the fees will differ from
sending within the Eternal Wallet system.
The fees will vary depending on the Gas fees at the specified time.

Fiat Currency Exchange Function
In conducting currency exchange and/or overseas remittance
using Eternal Wallet, it is not necessary to buy or sell TTT.
Users can utilize the stablecoins pegged to each countries’ fiat
currency and change to other fiat currencies within eternal
wallet at the click of a button. The fluctuation of TTT’ s price
does not affect proceedings, and there is no need of prior
knowledge of cryptocurrencies. Eternal Wallet is in essence,
the easiest, most affordable, and quickest method in the world
to conduct currency exchange and overseas remittance,
making it the ultimate ecosystem wallet.
This is an invention that will revolutionize the history of
overseas remittance.

Regarding Various Patents
We have filed for patents regarding the Overseas Remittance Logic and DeFi aspects of using
Eternal Wallet across Japan, the United States, China, and The Philippines.
For details, please click here:
* Management and operation of Eternal Wallet is conducted by Eternal Wallet PH.
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* Eternal Wallet is a wallet that allows for the world’ s cheapest fees when conducting currency
exchange.

For a detailed report on the Exchange Logic, please view here:

Utilizing this function, it can be made possible to send foreign currencies within just a few
seconds, to anywhere in the world, and with minimal fees, meaning that world’ s highest
received amount on overseas remittance can be realized.

TTT Overview

Name of the Coin：The Transfer Token
Ticker symbols：TTT
Proof Type：Proof of Work
Algorithm：Ethash
Token Standard：ERC-20
Total Supply：2,000,000,000 TTT
Issuance Date of Crypto： 2020/03/30
Average Blocktime：15 ～ 17
Block Size：15kb ～ 40kb

Others:
GITHUB Bitcoin Forum TTT Issuer Etherscan Explorer Sub Reddit

Mainnet Launch
TTT is a token currently issued on the ERC-20 blockchain, but we are continuing development
with the vision to conduct a Mainnet swap in the future.
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TTT Market Circulation Schedule
Figures upon Jan. 1st, 2022
Circulating Amount:

104,789,398（approx. 5%）

Amount held by Management:

1,895,210,602（approx. 95%）

Total:

2,000,000,000(100%)

《Future Plans for Release of TTT into the Market》
From Feb. 2022 to Jan. 2023:
Distribution to ICO Participants: 10%
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Market Circulating Amount:

Below 15%

Amount held by Founders:

Above 85%

Period

Upper Limit Released Upon the Market

Total Circulation within Market

Feb. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

320 mil. TTT Below 16%

March 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

340 mil. TTT Below 17%

April 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

360 mil. TTT Below 18%

May 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

380 mil. TTT Below 19%

June 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

400 mil. TTT Below 20%

July 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

420 mil. TTT Below 21%

Aug. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

440 mil. TTT Below 22%

Sep. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

460 mil. TTT Below 23%

Oct. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

480 mil. TTT Below 24%

Nov. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

500 mil. TTT Below 25%

Dec. 2023

20000000TTT Below (1%)

520 mil. TTT Below 26%
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Releases scheduled upon other events:
It has yet to be determined, but we are planning distribution of TTT in the future with the below
proposals:
・Treasure Hunting Event（Below 0.1%）
・Airdrops（Below 0.1% ）
・Sponsorship of Various Events（Below 0.1%）

Beyond 2024, the amount released each year will be below 12%.
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